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MESSAGE FROM OUR CEO
Since its founding 16 years ago, Annapolis has
applied a consistent philosophy to investing – we
have invested in strong management teams
capable of building value accretive oil and gas
companies over the long term. An integral
component of this philosophy is the conviction
that long‐term investment performance has a
positive correlation with proper management of
ESG risks and responsibilities. As an active
manager in our private company portfolio, we
both evaluate ESG considerations and play a
governance role in helping guide our portfolio
companies with respect to ESG matters.
What has evolved over the last several years is
growing investor interest in understanding how
investment managers are incorporating ESG
considerations into their investment process and
their corporate culture. In that regard, we are
pleased to share with you our second annual ESG
Report.

for the ESG friendly energy that Canada
produces. We intend to be part of that energy
transition in a considered and responsible way.
We look forward to reporting back to you on our
efforts and progress next year. In the meantime,
please do not hesitate to reach out to us if you
have questions regarding Annapolis’ approach to
ESG or any other matter.
Best regards

Peter Williams
Managing Partner & CEO

In this second edition of our ESG Report, we
review Annapolis’ Approach to Responsible
Investing, Annapolis’ ESG Achievements, our ESG
Goals, 2 examples of ESG achievements inside
the Annapolis portfolio and ESG as it pertains to
Annapolis.
As our communities and the world shift to a
lower carbon economy, the ever‐increasing
transition/adaptation risks and opportunities for
the industry have taken on an elevated focus.
Our goal is to assist in the transition and to
encourage our portfolio companies to be
conscientious ESG citizens as they navigate the
sunset phase of the industry. The energy
transition to a lower carbon economy is a long‐
game and we anticipate that throughout the
next several decades there will be global need
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ABOUT ANNAPOLIS CAPITAL
Annapolis Capital is an active manager and aggregator of capital for Canadian upstream oil and gas
investments. Annapolis currently manages capital in several closed‐end private and public equity energy
funds. More recently, we have expanded beyond traditional private equity, with an increasing focus on
the public equity space and opportunities to invest both equity and debt capital in a spectrum of start‐up,
early stage, and mature oil and gas opportunities. Founded in 2006, Annapolis Capital is, or has been, a
major or significant investor in over forty‐five private and public energy companies.
Since inception, Annapolis has raised a total of $650 million of capital from a supportive North American
institutional and high net worth individual investor base, with over $30 million of that capital invested by
its principals and their families.
Prior to joining Annapolis, the Annapolis management team had years of hands‐on operational, technical,
financial and leadership experience in operating oil and gas companies, which guides its investment
processes and informs strategic input with investee company management teams.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
AT ANNAPOLIS
Annapolis has a workplace focused on inclusivity and a value system that treats individuals with respect
and dignity. Similarly, we hold ourselves accountable to the highest standards of governance,
transparency and compliance and strive for integrity and ethical standards throughout the organization.
Annapolis has a rigorous Office Policy and Procedures Manual to assist with internal policies and
procedures relating to compliance matters and we have a strong culture of compliance within our
company.
Annapolis and its employees strive to:




act in the best interest of our funds and fund investors
avoid personal conflicts of interest
appropriately use our positions of influence within our investee companies.

Annapolis’ principals invest our own capital alongside that of our investors ensuring alignment of interest.
We hold seats on the boards of the vast majority of our private portfolio companies and encourage best
practices in their corporate governance. As engaged owners of the private businesses in which we invest,
we seek governance rights including membership on many of the committees of the board of directors.
Where we do not hold a seat on the board of our private portfolio companies, we seek to build strong
relationships where we openly exchange ideas with the management teams. We believe strong
governance and board oversight are important to ensure our portfolio companies are well run and that
ESG risks are properly assessed and well managed. We encourage all of our portfolio companies to
incorporate responsible ESG considerations into their day to day business decisions and their evaluations
of future opportunities.
Annapolis is a past member of the Canadian Venture Capital Association and is registered with the
provincial securities regulatory authorities in Alberta, British Columbia, Ontario, Quebec and New
Brunswick and reports to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission as an Exempt Reporting Advisor.
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ANNAPOLIS’ APPROACH TO
RESPONSIBLE INVESTING –
PRIVATE EQUITY
We define Responsible Investment as the integration of ESG considerations into the investment decisions
and ownership practices with a view to reducing investment risk, positively impacting financial
performance and better aligning Annapolis with the broader objectives of society. In early 2018,
Annapolis formally adopted a Responsible Investment Policy. Annapolis integrates ESG considerations into
our investments – existing and prospective. We believe that the consideration, evaluation and
management of ESG risks allow Annapolis to make better investment decisions and reduce portfolio risk
through time while contributing to the broader objectives of society.
RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT GUIDELINES






We consider ESG factors when conducting due diligence on investment opportunities and when
monitoring portfolio investments.
We seek governance rights with our private portfolio companies and are active owners of these
businesses where possible.
We seek disclosure from our portfolio companies on their policies dealing with health, safety and
the environment and social issues in the communities in which they operate and encourage them
to follow industry best practices.
As active owners, we require our private portfolio companies to have formal and capable Health,
Safety and Environment (“HSE”) Committees in place. Where appropriate, we seek representation
on the committees of the boards of directors responsible for HSE and ESG related matters.
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RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT PROCESS
At the investment stage, we consider ESG risks via an in‐house review. We do not screen or eliminate
investments based solely on ESG factors. We apply a subjective investment test in our overall investment
decision, weighing whether an investment is likely to meet return expectations considering all risk factors,
including ESG risk factors and management’s commitment to ESG.
While the complete list of ESG factors to be identified and assessed are unique to each investment and
must therefore be so tailored, we do consider certain common risks. These risks include, but are not
limited to:




Environment – greenhouse gas emissions, natural gas flaring and venting, resource availability,
climate risks, environmental liabilities and environmental risks
Social – health and safety, impacts on local communities
Governance – board qualifications, board committees, board diversity, controls and compliance

Annapolis’ investment team is responsible for assessing these risks during the initial screening process,
through due diligence and ultimate monitoring of the investments going forward.
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ESG ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE
Annapolis has long believed that the consideration of ESG factors is an important aspect of our business
and, in early 2018, we instituted a Responsible Investment Policy formally integrating ESG considerations
into our investment process for new and existing investments. This formalization of our Responsible
Investment Policy ensures ESG matters remain at the forefront of Annapolis’ thinking and business
practices. As part of our ongoing commitment to ESG initiatives, Annapolis has a Designated Responsible
Person responsible for developing and implementing Annapolis’ Responsible Investment frameworks and
for ensuring policy compliance. All front office team members have completed the requirements and
exams for the Responsible Investment Fundamentals course from the Principles for Responsible
Investment (“PRI”) Academy.
Our ESG initiatives continue to be integrated into our operations and actions with our private portfolio
companies. In the past year, we have continued to improve upon and expand our efforts in this regard.
In 2020, we began collecting ESG information from our investee companies to benchmark each entity
against our existing portfolio and the broader industry. With that information in hand, Annapolis
published its inaugural ESG Report and initiated our investee company benchmarking whereby we
prepared and presented a customized benchmarking presentation to each investee company and
discussed with management its relative ranking related to the portfolio and broader industry. The
benchmarking exercise highlighted areas to be improved upon and has led to proactive actions within our
investee companies. We are in the process of repeating our annual ESG cycle with the preparation of this,
our 2021 ESG Report, based on 2020 data collection and will be preparing and presenting a customized
benchmarking presentation to each investee company and discussing with management its relative
ranking related to the portfolio and broader industry.
ESG information compiled pertained to each portfolio company and included the following:













HSE Incident Statistics
Asset Retirement Obligations (“ARO”) at year end
ARO management plans on an up to five‐year basis
Total volumes of natural gas used as fuel, vented and flared in operations
Greenhouse gas emissions on a CO2 equivalent basis
Amount of carbon taxes paid
Sulphur content of crude oil production and the amount of Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S) produced
Water use conservation practices
Charitable and community‐oriented donations and organizations supported
Economic contribution
Gender diversity
Insurance coverage
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ESG GOALS FOR 2022
We look forward to further advancing ESG discussions with our portfolio companies with respect to the
full suite of ESG information we have been collecting. These discussions are expected to focus on
individual company areas of excellence and areas for improvement in ESG performance. As with the prior
year’s protocol, we expect that attention across the portfolio will be directed to HSE incident
improvements, greenhouse gas emissions and asset retirement obligations and management plans with
an appropriate level of attention directed to the other ESG information provided. We anticipate that our
ESG initiatives will continue to evolve in the future as the attention to and scope of ESG expands.
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ENVIRONMENTAL HIGHLIGHTS ‐
ASTRA OIL CORP.
GAS CONSERVATION INITIATIVE
Astra Oil (Astra), an Annapolis Fund VI portfolio company, was a Calgary based oil and gas exploration and
production company focused on the Midale and Frobisher oil plays in southeast Saskatchewan. As the
scale of Astra’s operations expanded, the company set out to significantly reduce its gas flaring practices
at its developing oil projects in southeast Saskatchewan. In 2020, Astra began to seek out a solution to
flaring both for Astra and other area operators. Historically, gas was viewed as a by‐product in the area
and was uneconomic to tie‐in; however, with expanding operations in the area it became clear that a 45
km gathering system was needed to conserve gas in the area and in the process significantly reduce
emissions. Given the challenging economics of the project, Astra submitted an application to the
Emissions Reduction Fund (National Resources Canada) and was able to secure an interest free loan for
75% of the project. The project was commissioned in 2021 and, upon completion, essentially all of Astra’s
southeast Saskatchewan gas has been conserved. When combined with other area operators that tie‐in
to the system, it is estimated that that over the life of the project a reduction of in excess of 1 million
tonnes of flared CO2e (the equivalent CO2e produced by 306,000 passenger vehicles in one year) will be
achieved. This is a material accomplishment for the company and for the environment.
Astra Oil was sold to Surge Energy Inc. in August 2021.
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ENVIRONMENTAL HIGHLIGHTS ‐
VESTA ENERGY CORP.
EMISSIONS INTENSITY INITIATIVES
Vesta Energy (Vesta), an Annapolis Fund VII
portfolio company, is a Calgary based oil and gas
exploration and production company focused on
the Duvernay light oil play in the East Shale Basin
in Central Alberta. Vesta has undertaken a
rigorous ESG mandate and built a culture of
awareness
and
compliance
within
its
organization. As Vesta has been an early adopter
of its emission prevention and reduction
initiatives, it currently ranks at the top of its peer
group for emission intensity. The following table
depicts Vesta’s Scope 1 (Direct)3 emissions and
Scope 2 (Indirect)4 emissions compared to that of
its peers.
Scope 1 & 2 Emissions Intensity1,2,3,4

Vesta’s current Scope 1 &
2 emission intensity is
already below all long‐
term targets for peers

1Peer companies include Baytex Energy Corp., Crescent Point Energy Corp., Crew Energy Inc., Enerplus Corp., NuVista Energy Ltd., Tamarack Valley Energy Ltd.,
Tourmaline Oil Corp., Whitecap Resources Inc.
2Target years: Peer 1 – 2027, Peer 2 – 2025, Peer 3 – 2025, Peer 4 – 2030, Peer 5 – 2025, Peer 6 – 2023, Peer 7 – 2025, Peer 8 – 2025. Source: Company Reports.
3Scope 1 (Direct) Emissions ‐ Direct GHG emissions that occur form sources owned or controlled by an entity. Vesta's Scope 1 emissions include emissions from
company owned and operated equipment including stationary combustion, flaring, venting, and fugitive emissions.
4Scope 2 (Indirect) Emissions ‐ Indirect GHG emissions that occur from the generation of purchased energy. Vesta's Scope 2 emissions include indirect emissions from
the generation of purchased electricity.
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EMISSIONS INTENSITY INITIATIVES ‐ CONTINUED
The efforts and accomplishments of Vesta are not singled out to any one particular project but rather are
the product of improvements across the organization and its properties which in aggregate make it a
leader in emission intensity. One of its many accomplishments has been to focus efforts on emission
prevention and reduction initiatives, which to date have included:






Zero methane venting from pneumatic controllers on production sites
Compressor vent gas capture system installations
Replacing diesel with natural gas in completion operations
100% electrified production pads
No flaring as part of normal production operations

As a direct indicator of the effectiveness of these initiatives, the chart below depicts the impact of some
of these initiatives on fugitive emissions. As can be seen, Vesta’s fugitive emissions have experienced
a75% reduction since 2018.

Fugitive Emissions (000’s tCO2E)

Vesta is rightfully proud of its emission reduction efforts and believes it is setting the standard for low
emission intensity oil production with room for further improvement.
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CHARITABLE INITIATIVES
Charitable giving has been a priority for Annapolis, and, since inception, Annapolis has donated over $2.9
million to various local and international charities. Annapolis makes donations corporately and, as part
of a unique employee benefits program, provides each employee with an annual charitable donation
allowance which the employees can direct to any registered charity of their choosing. Over the years,
Annapolis has donated to over 200 local and international charities. Support is directed to organizations
that make a difference, both in our community and throughout the world. Annapolis has placed a
particular emphasis on supporting initiatives that focus on women, children and health, firstly in our local
community but also internationally.
In addition to donations, Annapolis employees are active in their communities volunteering with various
organizations. Annapolis employees are serving as trustees or directors of The William & Mary
Foundation, Alberta Indigenous Opportunities Corporation, Lionheart Foundation, Adolescent Mental
Wellness Foundation and are volunteering with several local children’s sports organizations, community
organizations and other charities.
A few of the organizations we have supported and in some cases been involved with over the years
include:
Lionheart Foundation, based in Calgary, Alberta, is focused on the mental
health and well‐being of children and adolescents of all genders (and their
families) who suffer from anxiety based mental health challenges. The
foundation subsidizes families in need to access counselling and is
committed to building capacity in the community by providing education
and training to therapists, health care workers and support professionals.
HomeFront is a Calgary based, internationally recognized, coordinated
community‐justice response program focused on domestic violence.
Working together with justice, law enforcement and the community,
HomeFront is a leading edge community collaboration incorporating
creative solutions that have made a demonstrative difference in reducing
domestic violence and supporting family units.
Water Wells Project – UNICEF works to improve access to safe water and
sanitation facilities in schools and communities, while promoting safe
hygiene practices, in more than 100 countries around the world. Since
1990, more than 1.8 billion people gained access to improved drinking
water through UNICEF’s efforts. Over time, Annapolis has purchased over
160 water wells during the holiday season on behalf of investee
companies.
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Operation Eyesight has provided sight saving treatment and blindness
prevention to millions of people for 50 years. Today, Operation Eyesight
is directly active in India and the African nations of Ghana, Kenya, Rwanda
and Zambia, investing in sustainable treatment, prevention and
community development activities to address specific problems as well as
the root causes of blindness. Annapolis has purchased over 3,500 sight
restoration surgeries in the third world and done so in the name of
investee companies as gifts during the holiday season.
The Canadian Red Cross’ mission is to improve the lives of vulnerable
people by mobilizing the power of humanity in Canada and around the
world and is part of the largest humanitarian network in the world, the
International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement. Much of Annapolis’
funding for crises relief for flooding, forest fires, community displacement
and hunger are directed through the Canadian Red Cross.
Classroom Champions is a North American organization that works in
Canada and the United States with Olympic and Paralympic athletes to
become mentors to children in schools. Its main objective is to inspire
children in schools across the country to fight for their dreams and achieve
social development through sport as an educational medium.
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